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Justin’s Words

attitudes

B y J ustin s tone

i

n whatever undertaking one attempts, the attitude with
which he starts is all-important. if he wants to learn to
play the piano, he must prepare to spend hours in practice – without undergoing the boredom of hours given to
the attempt to get to where he enjoys the beauty of playing
Chopin or Charlie Parker. it may take long hours of practice
to develop a good backhand in tennis, or any skill that one
wishes to prefect. therefore, motivation when beginning
some undertaking (such as learning a foreign language) will
have a good deal to do with the success of this undertaking.

granted, some will obviously have more talent than others,
but our attitude will contribute to our success.
it always amazes me that Hitler was able to inculcate the
german people with the anti-semitism on which their unity
was based. the same thing can be said for the attitude that
enabled the american south to turn to slavery as a way of
life – the willingness to use the suffering of others to contribute to a “happy” way of life for some. such an attitude is
unthinkable.
to one who steals or cheats in order to make money, i can
only assure him that it will not work, although it may seem
to do so for a while. if one believes in Karma, then he or she
will know that he or she will be repaid in full eventually.
one’s attitude toward his fellow men will go a long way to
determine his success in this life. one time, as i entered
the post office, i saw a young man leaving through the door
wearing a most astounding sweatshirt. emblazoned on it
was the saying “i don’t give a ---- what you think of me!”
i felt sorry for him. With such an attitude, what could life
bring him? such defiance is a sure way to bring unhappiness. What could have brought him to this level of thinking,
to this attitude?
it helps to believe in what you undertake. if you really want
to succeed, it will help to motivate yourself to learn a foreign
language and experience the joy of communication with
other human beings.
at this moment i am not experiencing good health, but i
have the attitude that i must contribute something worthwhile in this little piece, something approaching the attitude
of love.
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From the Editor
something for everyone
WEB SITE:
it’s done!!!!!!! Please visit taichichih.org.
regular monthly site updates will now be
done through our consulting web designer.
submit your changes by the first of the
month and information will be uploaded
within a few days. as a reminder, all teachers are welcome to submit calendar events
for upcoming retreats and workshops. We
will also have a space on the site for folks
to download information about events.
the vf thanks lisa thorburn, our web
mistress, who has been a dedicated servant
of tCC.
TO ALL SUBSCRIBERS:
as Justin says of the letters he has received:
90 percent of practitioners have been
changed by t’ai Chi Chih. tell us how you
have been touched. The Vital Force is only
as vital as your contributions, and we think
it gets more vital with each issue!

it’s about balancing voices and shaping
content into a cohesive journal – within
confines of space. rest assured that all submissions are considered for future editions.
TO STUDENTS:
The Vital Force is as much for you as it is
for teachers! in fact, your experiences are
vital to reminding teachers why they teach
in the first place. We value your voice and
want it to ring loudly and clearly.
TO WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS:
Because of space limitations, The Vital
Force will generally only run one specific
article from each event with one photo.
this does not mean that people cannot
(and should not) write a general article
about what they’ve experienced. it just
doesn’t have to be done in the context of an
actual event summary.

www.taichichih.org

Kim grant, alBuquerque, nm
some have written asking why their
articles did not appear in the last edition.
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What if? …
We are one
By malinDa menKe, alBuquerque, nm

s

ometimes i play the game,
What If. What if i had done
this rather than that? What if i
hadn’t been willing to try something
new, and instead of enrolling in my
first t’ai Chi Chih class, i had signed
up for something familiar – aerobics or
yoga? What if i hadn’t embraced tCC
and been open to all that the Chi and
my teacher, Carmen Brocklehurst, had
to give? What if i had closed the door
when Carmen encouraged me to go
deeper in my tCC practice by moving forward with teacher prep classes
and teacher training? i can only make
assumptions about the ways in which
my life might be different if i had made
other choices, because each decision is
a branch with many branches extending from it, and each of those branches
leads to…well, you get the idea.
During the recent teacher training, i
was so moved by the presentations and
personal stories of my fellow students,
and i kept thinking how we were
all so very different. But during
the week of instruction and
intensive tCC practice, once we
were truly able to “let go” and
open to the Chi, the layers of
difference peeled away. and in
the ways that really matter, we
were the same. on the last day
of training, i didn’t go to lunch
with the group because i wanted
to run a couple errands, and as i
sat at a red light at a busy albuquerque intersection, watching
all of the people in their cars, i
wondered what was happening
in each of their lives at that moment. as they went about doing
what needed to be done, were
they angry, or happy, or sad, or
lonely, or grieving? then i heard
The Vital Force / February 2008

the voice inside say, “you are all one.”
on an intellectual level, i’ve always
believed in the interconnectedness of
life, that each and every life is valuable. But this experience surpassed the
confirmation of a belief. i felt a web of
energy connecting us all, and coupled
with the flow of Chi along my spine, i
began to smile from ear to ear. i found
myself saying out loud, “We are one!
We are one!” and then i thought, “How
cool is this?” Clarity came suddenly,
unexpectedly, not when i was doing my
tCC practice, not when i was contemplating life, but while i’m sitting in my
car on a busy city street waiting for the
light to change from red to green!
What if i hadn’t enrolled in my first
tCC class and been open to the Chi?
i’m certain my life wouldn’t be as
rich or as meaningful. this gentle,
intelligent energy has nourished my
compassion for others, rekindled my
sense of wonder of all that is, and given
me untold moments of Joy. in this new
year, may we all be open to the gifts
of this Divine energy, the Chi, and
may we rededicate ourselves to our
practice.

open-Hearted
teacher training
By Carmen l. BroCKleHurst, alBuquerque, nm

B

ecoming a tCC teacher requires that
candidates come to the training with
a willingness to be open, on all levels,
to the training.
it seems so basic.
I am still
But it is not always
easy. Without
unfolding
openness, none
of the following
corrections
would be possible.

received from

i was inspired
and grateful to
Justin at my
attend the training
training
because the candidates were of such
high character.
their respect for Justin and tCC came from
a deep level. one student said she felt Justin
before he even entered the room. each correction made by Justin was not just for the
actual movement (and moment), but it was a
valuable gem that would be useful throughout the teacher’s life and benefit them and
their students. i am still unfolding corrections received from Justin at my training. it
is wonderful to be in “beginners mind,” when
candidates are changing in such accelerated ways – as are the auditors. this inspires
gratitude for the openness, courage, patience,
and love that they shared. the benefits of attending a training are incredible.
as a teacher who sent candidates, i watched
each one give all they had … and then went
beyond what they imagined. they were open
to the process. they helped me to see, again
and again, why i thought they would be very
good teachers and a special part of our community. i was also grateful to auditors who
shared so many helpful suggestions (from the
depth of their love and experience) with each
candidate. i will always treasure the week
because of the candidates’ willingness to be
open, to love, and to share the Chi.
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Openness

alternating
Currents of
giving &
receiving
By Peter gregory, CroWn Point, in

t

he first time i sat down to write
about openness, i knew i would
hit some walls, dredge up old
behaviors for reflection, and share with
others about myself. i responded like the
groundhog confused by his own shadow: i
put down my pen and took a nap!
i have no business writing about openness. i’ve been the small, conflicted
hermit for much of my life. Before tCC,
openness eluded me. i mean, i could see
it or describe it in
completing something else, like
cooking or music,
or the deep gaze
a full
of a Compassionate sage. But the
practice
capacity to live and
is like
let live against a
backdrop of opena daily
ness was beyond
me.

karmic

i believe we all
experience neurological disorders
in our evolution. it’s a matter of degree,
and of which shallow grooves become
habitual patterns, which in time create
our deepest tendencies. When exaggerated or prolonged, these mis-firings grow
stronger. turmoil enuses.

bonfire

What kept me from embracing openness
was the development of obsessive/Compulsive Disorder (oCD). With oCD, you
quickly get stuck on stuck, with rapid
recurring thoughts convincing you that
impending doom is around the corner if
you don’t follow through with a repeating message. it’s like a high stakes game

4

of simon says. as a child, i was a cross
between a vaudeville mime and a third
base coach in baseball. Winking, blinking,
tapping my left wrist between the eyes,
jumping in place without being noticed,
pulling my hair out, on and on. every activity had a sequence of useless gestures
that had to be followed before i could
begin. What was first experienced as
pleasant and/or harmless would become
routine and normal, then rational and
necessary. as i got older, this progressed
to consumption. sugar, fat, caffeine, or
alcohol, the result was the same: guilty
pleasure becomes routine and normal,
then rational and necessary. it was like
having a sixth wavelength in my brain.
there wasn’t much space for openness to
flourish in my “hard-wired” chaos.

transition
With ease:
How tCC
Parallels life
By margery eriCKson, Hanover, Pa

a

fter 22 years of teaching special
education for one public school,
i decided it was time for a new

challenge. i was ready and open. Balancing having a secure job with the willingness to let go and find a new direction
was an easy choice. the process began
six months before the new job actually
materialized. first came the mental image: teaching math to learning support

But somehow it did, like a lone flower
in the desert, and i began learning and
practicing t’ai Chi Chih. Justin’s suggestion, to let go like a man who has no job,
home, or partner to hold onto, was especially liberating. Being able to complete
full practices without any oCD flare-ups
was like a daily karmic bonfire, revealing
more and more openness every time the
smoke would clear. thank you, Justin.

students in a high school setting. second
came applying and interviewing.
Daily tCC practice was at the center of
this transition. Practice provided me
with confidence, clarity, and quiet assurance. as i look back the change went
very smoothly. i am very happy in the
new school. i am teaching high school
algebra to students with emotional and

in my practice, i regard openness as
an alternating current of giving and
receiving, leading to wider paths of less
resistance. at rest, i’m most mindful of
the angle of my feet, the
looseness in my wrists, and
the slight elongation of
my spine. in motion, my
potential for openness rests
in my ability to move from
the t’an t’ien, to abide in
the hub and not the spokes.
i see openness as dynamic,
like a dilating pupil, discerning darkness within
the darkness. it is both
the means and the end, to
understanding the mystery
of the supreme ultimate.

learning disabilities. What i enjoy most is
connecting with the students by providing support, kind words, and even some
positive Chi.
this recent shift
brings me back to
tCC. What are the
actual benefits to daily
practice? Perhaps they
include a healthy body,
inner serenity, and
mental (math) clarity?
Being open within the
tCC form creates a
willingness to be open
to new ideas and new
challenges throughout
the day and life.
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open to Balancing
Joy & movement

the yang Component
of openness

By ron riCHarDson, tuPelo, ms
By stePHen tHomPson, tuPelo, ms

a

n attractive feature of t’ai Chi Chih is its subtitle “Joy thru
movement.” in fact, this has been the driving force behind my
practice of tCC for the past eight years. somewhere along the
way during more recent months, i have become aware of the possibility that the joy could get lost if we overly immerse ourselves in events
where we focus entirely on trying to improve the way we do tCC.
i was the only teacher here in mississippi
for most of the eight years of my practice.
Within the last couple of years, five more
the need
enthusiastic tCC teachers have surrounded
me and want to get it down to a science. this
to improve
is not a criticism. i am glad to see it. it’s just
that this presence of new eager teachers has
with ‘just
helped bring about an awareness of something
doing it’
missing in my more recent practices. added
to this, i attended the 2007 Conference where
there was a heavy emphasis (as always) on improvement. i then came
home to attend an area retreat. again, emphasis was on improving the
practice. i began to think, “something is out of balance. i am losing
some of the joy that comes with the movement.” Do not misunderstand me. refinements are very important to me. During the 2007
Conference i joked with sandy mcalister about waiting for someone to
tap me on the shoulder to inform me about something i was not doing
exactly right. there was some seriousness to that.

balancing

i want improve my tCC movements. But there comes a time, as
the commercial says, when we need to “just do it” and not be so
concerned about trying to improve our movements. maybe a better
balance can come between joy-and-movement as we balance the need
to improve-and-just-do-it. Perhaps this can happen if we practice tCC
apart from our classes, or, even in classes ... just do it from time to
time without being concerned about teaching.

J

ustin often talks of vashanas, or habit energies. Habit energies
help us cope, but all too often vashanas serve as barriers to prajna, our inherent wisdom. Daily clearing our minds through t’ai
Chi Chih practice ultimately allows us to be more open – to see with
a clearer mind, one that is free of yesterday’s clutter. if we want to be
open and receptive, we must allow the Chi to soften our vashanas.

you may think openness is passive receptivity; it isn’t. openness
contains within it a highly active property – an extraordinary mindfulness, a precursor to change. unfortunately our habit energies blind us
to the infinite opportunities hovering just past the threshold of our
everyday consciousness. to see and think more clearly, follow your Chi
inward when you move. Consciousness will clear, barriers will soften,
and prajna will open you to previously unseen possibilities.
to be open we would do well to cultivate a mind that is willing to
question everything – what Zen people call a beginner’s mind. that
doesn’t mean we have to go around questioning every little thing
every minute of the day; it’s just an acknowledgement of how little
we actually know for certain of this universe. Beginner’s mindfulness
opens us up, directing us upward to a higher state where we’re allowed a greater understanding of self, of others, and of situations once
foreign to us.
in Justin’s book Spiritual Odyssey (pg. 125), he says, “self-discipline
demands that we see things as they are, not the way we want them
to be or the way they appear to deluded thinking.” through such
clear-mindedness Justin developed t’ai Chi Chih in 1974, which is a
revolutionary change in the history of moving meditation, one that revealed a new truth, a soft but strong inward-path. it is Justin’s legacy
to this world.
a commitment to staying open and
inquisitive in our own lives will lead
to new revelations and personal
truths – truths that we will hopefully,
for the sake of our growth, remain
open to question. so, let the yang Chi
component of openness shake you
out of your vashanas of complacency;
allow openness to renew your mind
and bring into the light all that your
knowing-something-for-certain-mind
has hidden from you. follow the Chi.
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selfdiscipline
demands that
we see things
as they are
(-- J. Stone)
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Guiding Thoughts

Peace and all good!

W

By sr. antonia CooPer, osf, nortH PlainfielD, nJ

ishing each of you a Happy Chinese new year – at the

most is being with so many dedicated practitioners. i am inspired by

beginning of the lunar new year that falls on february

all those drawn to the t’ai Chi Chih form. i would never have imag-

7th in this year of the rat. many of our asian brothers

ined the impact this has in my life. for those who have not attended

and sisters will be observing this time of change, much like those

a program lately, you are especially welcome to be a part of the

who make new year’s resolutions on January 1st. What changes will

ongoing experience of evolution that emerges in silence, movement,

this new year hold for each of us?

refinement, and awareness.

one thing is for sure: We do not have to think up what they could be,

my gratitude to Justin for his fine article in the november 2007 Vital

but we can allow them to evolve. my wish for each of you is that your

Force. We are hoping to grow an international scholarship fund for

t’ai Chi Chih form will deepen along with your understanding of

individuals who may need assistance in attending a teacher training.

“how to move” so that you will impart this essence to your students.

Justin has pledged a certain amount to this fund and “we hope other

But most importantly, perhaps you can allow the Chi to change you.

teachers will do likewise.” as soon as this has been set up, you will

Perhaps the resolution could be fidelity to daily practice.

receive more information regarding the fund and whom to contact
about requests and contributions. in the past, individuals, confer-

Before looking forward to 2008, let’s backtrack to Justin’s life Cel-

ences, and area teachers made such funds available, and we are

ebration on november 17th. for the 60 teachers and students who

deeply grateful for this outpouring of interest.

took part in this day with Justin, no words can describe the energy
of Justin’s participation and his animation. Can he really be 91?! the

Please consider attending the annual Conference in the san

celebration highlighted Justin’s diverse creative works: painting,

francisco Bay area (July 17 – 20.) these four days invite us “in the

poetry, writing, t’ai Chi Chih, and piano composition. Justin over-

essence” to gather as a tCC community, be inspired and supported,

saw the program and contributed his photo collection, which has

and be renewed and energized. We look forward to welcoming and

been compiled into a DvD biography of his life by the t’ai Chi Chih

seeing you! Come and enjoy; come and have fun!

association. this 17-minute DvD briefly sketches the highlights of
Justin’s life through photographs and narration. it was personally
enriching to see photographs that connected many of the stories
Justin has related over the years. thanks to ginny morgan, Doug
Harned, and ann rutherford, we now have historical pictures and
text available for future generations of t’ai Chi Chih teachers and
students. along with the DvD, there is also a 10-minute CD of two
poems that Justin calls, “my best creative work.” the poems, read
by professional actors, are entitled, O Ye Restless Man and On the
Mountains of the Moon. When they were played at the celebration,
the audience was deeply affected. Pam, sandy, and i will be showing
the DvD during various programs we present. We feel it is important
for people to experience the thread that was woven through a life to
give the world t’ai Chi Chih (and so many other artistic and creative
works.) these archival works will help to keep Justin’s life and
memory alive for future generations.
in the Calendar you will see opportunities for intensives and teacher
trainings along with retreats, workshops, and renewals. teachers
are encouraged to attend these with their students. But perhaps the
months or locations don’t fit your busy life. if that is the case, please
contact sandy, Pam or me about sponsoring something in your area.
in reflecting on past and upcoming events, the gift that enriches me
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Sandy Says/Pam Says

effortless effort
By sanDy mCalister, HayWarD, Ca

W

atching clouds high up in the sky drift and move and change
so effortlessly, melding from one form to another; watching
a leaf balanced on the surface of the water of a gently moving
stream, floating effortlessly … these images capture the feeling we strive
for in our t’ai Chi Chih practice. it is the feeling of absolute effortless
movement, when the arms seem to float through the form. When we
try too hard to make the movement right, we usually use more physical
effort and muscle than is necessary. When we play it safe – not wanting
to lose our balance, or fearing physical pain, or not letting go into feeling
the form – we create tension and limit the potential of what the practice
of tCC can do. often we are not aware of using effort or holding back. By
experiencing a contrast we are able to feel other possible ways to move.
this exercise helps practitioners to feel that effortless experience, when
the hands/arms are moving in synch with the weight shift without effort.
Before doing this exercise i explain to students that during some of the
movements i will be asking them to do the hand pattern too large or too
small. then we begin with rocking motion and Bird flaps its Wings as
usual. after a few reps of around the Platter, i ask the class to continue
to move doing the arm pattern too large. after a few reps of doing it too
large, i ask them to do it too small, to really hold back. after a few reps
i ask them to let go and find the effortless path. During the time of “too
big” and “too small” i ask them to be aware of their bodies, to notice
what it feels like. then when they let go, without trying too much or
holding back, there should be a feeling of effortlessness. the arms should
float through the movement. after experiencing the muscluar effort of
“too large” and the tension of “too small,” the arm/hand pattern can be
performed without thinking one’s way through it. it is done from a feeling and sensing way of moving. it is important when moving from “toolarge-too-small” into the effortless middle ground that the focus drops to
the soles of the feet (from the upper body) and remains there.
When doing this exercise i don’t do it with every movement during the
practice. after doing it with two or three movements, on one or both
sides, the practice resumes as usual for a few movements. then one or
two are tried again using this technique.
the goal is to feel the contrast of effort, tension, and effortlessness. some
students comment after trying this: “i felt like a monk on a mountain top
... no one was there doing t’ai Chi Chih.” most often they remark about
how soft they felt, how effortless the movement became.
one note of caution when doing this exercise: since a lot of attention
is focused on the hands, it is vitally important to bring the focus to the
soles of the feet in the rest position and when not doing the “too-big-toosmall” part.
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are you open
to the flow?
By Pam toWne, oCeansiDe, Ca

a

s we enter a new year, thoughts turn to changes we want to
make. for me, one of these is to be more open and receptive to the flow of the Chi. Certainly t’ai Chi Chih practice
cultivates
openness and
receptivity to
the life force.
Seijaku, the
advanced form
of t’ai Chi
Chih, does so
in even stronger ways. Have
you learned
Seijaku? Do
you practice
regularly?
Seijaku is a
gift that Justin
stone has
given to tCC
teachers for
our own evolution – and to
share with our best students for theirs. it helps us on our path of unfolding, to realize and express our true nature. it can even “burn the
seeds of Karma” and free us from old habit patterns that no longer
serve us. Seijaku practice cultivates the experience of serenity in the
midst of our busy, daily lives as well as improves our tCC practice.
it was from Seijaku that i learned to keep my back heel down low in
the forward weight shift of tCC and where i learned what “moving
with softness” really means.
if you want to learn Seijaku, i encourage you to get Justin’s Seijaku
DvD from good Karma Publishing and study with an accredited
Seijaku teacher. any tCC student who knows all the movements
and has been practicing regularly for a year or more (or any tCC
teacher) can learn Seijaku. (accredited Seijaku teachers are listed on
www.taichichih.org.)
now is the time to learn Seijaku, or if you have already learned it, to
rededicate yourself. Deepen your practice, understanding, and appreciation of Seijaku by attending the renewal on July 21-22 following
the annual teachers Conference. it is open to anyone who has a basic
knowledge of Seijaku and wants to go deeper. see you there!
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Around The Platter Variation
around the Platter
variation –
Polarity Within
Circularity
By meg sCinto, ringWooD, nJ

i

ask students to rub their palms
together briskly and then separate
them slightly to feel the unseen and
ever present energy field within them. this
opens up students to the concept of feeling
and holding energy between the palms of
their own hands. to begin teaching the
movement i demonstrate it a few times on
the left and right. i then have students do
the arm movements separately while keeping the lower body still, having learned this
method from sr. antonia.
left side: bring the hands up to heart level,
palms facing the earth, relaxing your hands
and fingers. rotate the wrists and hands
upward and as the palms face each other
(hands slightly cupped), form a ball as the
hands travel toward – but not completely
to – the left shoulder. think of the ball as
a small balloon you hold lightly. (this is
where the polarity is, between the cupped
palms). as you carry the ball the arms
naturally come forward with the forward
weight shift. Carry the ball until the hands
are at center, coinciding with the end of
the forward weight shift. gently
release the ball at heart level allowing the palms to face the earth
while they complete the circle
during the backward weight shift.
as the hands come back to center,
repeat the above. Do this a few
times to the left and right.
it is now time to incorporate
yinning and yanging. from the
resting pose, sink your knees
slightly, transfer your weight to
the right leg, stepping out with
your left heel while bringing the
arms up to heart level. and as you
begin to flow forward from the
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t’an t’ien (relaxing the left knee), form a
ball with the palms of your hands carrying
the ball in the direction of your left shoulder. maintain forward movement in unison
with the weight shift. release the ball at
center and at heart level, returning in the
backward weight shift with “platter hands.”
as the hands come back to center, begin
to rotate the wrists and hands to form the
ball with the ensuing weight shift. Do nine
repetitions on the right and left.
With this movement i notice more synchronizing of the arms and weight shift
that wasn’t there in around the Platter
(atP). forming the ball and carrying the
ball until releasing it seems to have an
added benefit: arm movements slow down,
becoming more in sync with the weight
shift. although this may be unconscious,
in a beginners’ class, this is a big deal
and provides a concrete reference – in all
movements the arms follow the weight
shift and do not act independently.

feeling and
holding energy
between the palms

i ask students if they experience a feeling
of increased Chi or perhaps an awareness
of Chi that they hadn’t had before. many
experience the physical sensation of energy
for the first time in atPv. i also emphasize
that the polarity between the palms is the
most important part.
i offer constant reminders to keep the
fingertips pointed upward and to maintain
the shape of the ball until preparing to release it at center. Don’t be in a hurry to let
go of it. Keep your soft wrists at all times.
there is a slight tendency to lean the upper
body forward as your arms are in front of
you. Coming back to basics, remember
that the upper body is still, and that once
you have stepped out with your extended
leg and flow forward from their t’an t’ien,
your arms should only extend to the space
in front of you so that you move with a
relaxed, and not a straight, arm. move the
arms as though moving through thick air,
or move them as though they are submerged in water. Don’t forget to breathe
while concentrating. and now, let’s smile
before the next movement!
On a personal note: ever since first viewing Carmen Brocklehurst’s video, i have
been mindful of the analogy she expressed,
that “in life, we pick things up, we carry
them for a while, and then we let them
go.” During this holiday season i
was conscious of that as i did my
practice (and this movement in
particular). With so many things
bearing down on us – which perhaps leads to angst or stress – her
words were a perfect reminder.
focus on what is important; find
the balance between what we can
accomplish; let go of what isn’t
necessary to maintain peace and
harmony. it also allowed me the
time and willingness to write this
for The Vital Force. With tCC
as my tool and Chi as my vital
force, how could i say no? much
gratitude, Justin, for your gift of
t’ai Chi Chih.
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Around The Platter Variation
around the Platter variation
– no variation “across the Pond”

around the Platter variation
– Challenges overcome

By ev Hanson, siDlesHam, West sussex, uniteD KingDom

By ron riCHarDson, tuPelo, ms

t

his movement is challenging because of the position of the
hands as the student holds (or tries to hold) a ball of energy.
most students are hesitant to put the hands in a position that
says, “i am holding a ball of energy that looks and feels like i am
holding it.” one reason for this hesitancy is the student finds it hard
to imagine that a ball of energy is really being held. this is indicated
when the hands, in an upright position, are open on the front side
as the student moves forward. it appears as though the student is
pushing the ball of energy. this may mean that the thought of actually holding a ball of energy is not taken seriously. a second reason is
that when doing so, balance is slightly aggravated. the impulse is to
guard against being out of balance. open hands may be an attempt
to deal with the awkwardness that comes with this variation part of
the movement. this is normal but it also takes gentle reminders to
make the needed refinement.

his is the second movement using the forward/backward
weight shift. let’s first review the feet. sink into the ground
with slightly bent knees. shift the weight to the right foot.
lift the left foot and place the heel straight in front of you. shift the
weight softly to the left foot until the weight is entirely on that foot.
this bends the front leg and straightens the back leg. When the knee
reaches the toes, move slightly from the t’an t’ien, lifting the back
heel slightly off the floor. then slowly shift the weight back to the
back foot, straightening the front leg and bending the back leg, ending with resting your weight on the back leg. repeat this movement
several times – envisioning massaging the soles of your feet in a
bubbling thermally heated spring. Bring the left foot back and repeat
the movement on the right, reversing the movement.
now let’s look at the arms and hands in conjunction with the
forward/backward leg movement. this is a variation of around the
Platter that adds the principle of polarity. start the movement with
hands at chest level, palms facing the floor, fingers slightly apart,
soft wrists tracing a circle. Place the left heel in front and form a ball
with the hands (feel the polarity) in front of the left shoulder. shifting the weight onto the front foot, carry the ball forward, stacking
the spine like a pile of smooth rocks. reaching the forward-most
point, gently open the hands and release the ball to the ground as
the circle is completed clockwise around the platter,
while shifting the weight to the back leg. repeat this
movement nine times; come back to the resting pose.
repeat the movement with the right leg forward, forming the ball near the right shoulder, carrying the ball
and gently releasing it in a counter-clockwise direction
around the circle. repeat the movement nine times;
come back to the resting pose.
forming the ball on the side of the front leg and moving
the circle towards the back leg allows the weight shift to
move the arms naturally. this in turn allows the Chi to
flow through the open meridian channels in our body.

t

i demonstrate variation by putting my hands in the around the Platter (atP) position in front of my chest. i move my hands, circling
to the left, as my body moves forward. When my hands are in front
of my left shoulder i begin to gently cup my hands around a ball
of energy. they are now in an upright position. i begin letting go
of the ball of energy by gradually opening the hands and bringing
them into an atP position at the front of the circle thus ending the
variation part of the movement. my hands continue
moving in an atP position,
circling around back to the
front of the chest where i
again cup my hands around a
ball of energy in front of the
left shoulder. after a second
time around, i then ask the
students to follow me with an
emphasis on feeling the ball
of energy.

Editor’s Note: The most important resource for T’ai Chi Chih teaching tips comes straight from Justin Stone. Period.
Watch and listen to him on his instructional DVD. And read about and inspect his movements in the Photo Textbook. Both are
available from Good Karma Publishing. His words are also available in the essential booklet, T’ai Chi Chih Teaching Tips, available through the New Mexico T’ai Chi Chih Association for a small fee (www.taichichihassociation.org and 505-299-2095.)
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Teaching Tips
rocking motion through
around the Platter variation:
a retreat experience
By amy tyKsinsKi, alBuquerque, nm
Editor’s Note: Amy attended a recent TCC retreat given by Carmen
Brocklehurst and has written up what Carmen taught for each
movement in the hope that others may benefit. In this issue, we will
catch up to Around the Platter Variation. As Amy says, “The recent
retreat was spent in a more physical exploration of the form in
order to allow the Chi to flow maximally. The second day was spent
feeling each movement. Comments from both days are included
here.”
ROCKING MOTION
as the hands descend down the front of the body (not wider than the
width of the body), try allowing the hands to be at a 45-degree angle
to the forearm. if the hands are too cocked, the Chi is blocked in the
meridian channels; it is too limp and there is no substance. then,
harmonizing with the Chi, let go in the wrists completely when the
hands are just in front of the body. at this point, feel the fingers
pointing down, connecting to the ground. this lasts a brief moment.
find the “something” – the fingers are alive. throughout the movement, feel the ring of light radiating up from your t’an t’ien. feel
the rocking going on inside the t’an t’ien. feel the heels, arches,
balls of the feet and back again.
BIRD FLAPS ITS WINGS
always feel the Chi between the hands first, before beginning the
movement. let your knees follow your baby toes as they bend. the
hands come around the top, circling around the approximate size of
an 8 ½ x 11-inch piece of paper. the second circle stops at the top
when the palms of the hand are parallel to the floor, allowing hands
to come directly back together. let the hands come together as if
having the most ecstatic love affair: Chi coming to Chi equals Joy!
ask yourself: What do you feel in the connection between the hands?
What do you feel in the circle? the t’ai Chi Chih movements are
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alive. it is a living
discipline!

this movement is about a
circle within a circle …

AROUND THE
PLATTER
if the larger circle
Did the t’an
t’ien initiate
is a universe,
moving forward
then out of that
or did something
else – like the
universe comes you
chest, the hip,
the shoulders?
this awareness of the t’an t’ien moving first to start the movement
helps tremendously in keeping the focus there throughout. Knowing
whether the t’an t’ien initiated the movement can be felt! Pay attention to the ball of the back foot – placing the attention in the ball
helps encourage the heel not to come up too high. let the thumbs
be at the same level as the hands. notice what happens to the attention if the thumbs have dropped. (Has the attention dropped as
well?) note the position of the hands. let the hands begin with a
slight angle upward, lifted up by the Chi. feel the Chi more strongly
as the hands move intentionally through it. in flowing forward with
the right foot extended, the right hand curves around the circle and
the left hand points slightly into the right hand. at the “far point”
(where the weight is shifted as far forward as it is meant to and the
hands are farthest from the body), the hands are equal and never
more than an inch apart the entire time. Coming back around the
circle, the left hand curves around the outside of the circle and the
right hand fingers point ever-so-slightly into it. the hands are at the
level of the breastbone. Be aware of them floating higher by accident
– the feeling of inner strength and groundedness will not be as
strong. the circle you are tracing is the entire universe, a universe
that is right here in your body. it’s not happening out there! the Chi
is well-distributed throughout the limbs.
AROUND THE PLATTER – VARIATION
it is most important to remember that this movement is about a
circle within a circle! if the larger circle is a universe, then out of
that universe comes you. you are a universe unto yourself. then
you dissolve back into the universe and rest. Justin takes a “running
start.” His hands come up to his breastbone, then the hands move
a couple inches backwards before moving in the direction they are
meant to. try this; see what happens to the strength and energy of
the movement. notice carefully: what does it feel like to pick up
the ball? What does it feel like to release the ball? What does it feel
like when you dissolve back into all of life but then not disappear?!
Bending the knees does a special thing inside the body – the energy
can flow up through the bottoms of the feet all through the body.
tCC is the great leveler: it teaches us that we are all great. Comment
from a participant, “With this movement I feel I don’t have to worry.
Everything will come back again. It may not be in the form I think,
but everything that is mine will come to me.”
The Vital Force / February 2008

Feature
think Bigger than you Can even
imagine ... or ...
“i Want the Whole school to
learn this”
By anne PerKins, st. louis, mo

W

hen my brother suggested that i offer t’ai Chi Chih in
the after-school program at Central Catholic st. nicholas
school (CCsn), i assumed that i would be teaching six
or seven older students for two or three months. What a misconception! and how much fun the reality has been!
CCsn, with about 280 grade school students, is located fairly close to
downtown st. louis. academically strong, it fervently espouses the
goal of a college education for each of its graduates. it has recently
adopted the nativity model, a rigorous academic plan for middleschool students where classes are divided by gender, the day is
extended, and students are enrolled in a five-week summer program
at st. louis university.
But the school and its principal, sr. gail tippett, have another even
more important mission – to develop the children’s spiritual and
emotional life. although only about eight percent of the student
body is Catholic, there are daily prayer services and friday masses.
When i spoke to sr. gail about teaching tCC in the after-school
program, she immediately said, “oh, i have something else in mind
entirely. i want the whole school to learn this, and the teachers too.
these children need balance. We’ll start with the middle school.”
she thought i would meet with students and their teachers once or
twice a week outside right after lunch (!). Come wintertime, teachers
would lead children in the individual classrooms. after we discussed
the difficulties, sr. gail suggested that i give opening demonstrations to seven middle-school classes in their own classrooms and to
teachers of the younger grades at a special meeting. i was relieved,
hoping to be able somehow to continue with individual classes.
and that is indeed what
happened. although some
of students weren’t enthusiastic at first (how many 8th
grade boys will feel immediately comfortable with tCC?),
most children greeted me
warmly when i met them in
the corridors or appeared at
the classroom door. i started
with older children, but soon
responded to ms. armstrong’s
request to work with her 3rd
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graders. that class was quickly joined by mrs. ezenwa’s 2nd-graders.
(this particularly enthusiastic group came last on tuesdays; i told
them they were my dessert.)
By now the other 2nd and 3rd grade classes, and the 4th and 5th
graders as well, also wanted to learn tCC. shortly after Christmas
the kindergarten teacher demanded, “When are you going to teach
my kids?” i ended up teaching the entire school except for the 1st
graders, working with various classes on tuesdays and fridays. i met
each of the 13 groups for 15 minutes, usually in their classrooms,
sometimes outside. We did four repetitions on each side. i soon
realized that i needed to transform the classrooms into places suitable for meditative moving. i brought in a CD of native american
flute music, turned off the lights, and lit a soy candle. i very quickly
became granny annie to the younger children, and ms. Perkins or
miss t’ai Chi lady to the older ones.
the children were always eager to learn new moves, and most classes
learned about two-thirds of them. (six Healing sounds was the big
hit.) there were some problems with discipline. But when teachers
practiced with us, students were usually more attentive. more eager
students began to shush the more disruptive ones. occasionally sr.
gail would join a class: her tranquil spirit transformed even the most
unruly group. miss angie, the beautiful adult daughter of a teacher,
interrupted her workday every week to practice with her mother’s
pupils and another class. When i asked her to tell older students why
she was so dedicated to tCC, she answered solemnly, “it helps my
mind.”
there were so many experiences of joy! During Cosmic Consciousness Pose i encouraged the children to take all the love in their lives,
fill the universe, and then ask the love to be return to their hearts.
one 2nd grader reacted strongly to Pulling in the energy, especially
the words “streaming in through my fingertips.” she kept excitedly
showing me her fingers: “i can feel it here when we say that!” the
6th grade boys wanted to form a circle at the end of a practice, palms
extended, trying to feel the energy. one group of 8th grade
girls often ended with an
enthusiastic “t’ai Chi Chih”
as we bowed at the end. mrs.
ezenwa loved telling me how
much calmer her 2nd graders
were in class after doing tCC.

she kept excitedly showing me her fingers:
‘I can feel it here when we say that!’

i look forward to many years
of teaching in this special
school that nurtures mind,
heart, and spirit so beautifully.
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Justin Stone’s Life Celebration

antonia Cooper
interviews
Justin stone
ComPileD By amy tyKsinKsi,
alBuquerque, nm

a

t Justin’s life Celebration in november, Justin spoke briefly, saying,
“tCC is done primarily below the
waist. the hips and waist play a very big
part. Don’t do tCC without the hips and
the waist. Please remember, hips and waist.
that’s all!” then sr. antonia began her
interview.
SR. ANTONIA: is there anything you’d like
to add?
JUSTIN: no, but i’d like to subtract some!
SR. ANTONIA: What is your greatest hope for
the future?
JUSTIN: it is not a hope. it is an expectation. i expect medicine to accept t’ai Chi
Chih. experience will show tCC’s value
in healing. under you, sister, tCC will be
accepted, perhaps worldwide. i believe that
tCC was sent here with the aim of healing many people. But that’s not all. tCC
is a spiritual discipline. People who do it
regularly and faithfully receive a good deal.
What better than a nun to lead you into the
inner? Healing is not the only thing that
tCC can give us ...
as for today, which i’m enjoying, my reaction is – it’s a big fuss over nothing.
SR. ANTONIA: What is the most important
experience of your life?
JUSTIN: there are two that stick with me.
sitting opposite the yogi in india was
the strongest influence i ever felt. the
influence that man exerted, the strength,
has always stuck with me. the other was
witnessing a young boy dancing in the rain
on an oxcart, shrieking in ecstasy. i felt it
could be Krishna, who was an avatar, an
incarnation of the lord. the ecstasy he
expressed is what life should be.
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SR. ANTONIA: Could you please tell us about
Professor Huang?
JUSTIN: Professor Huang was a very quiet,
shy man. We’re here because of him. When
i left the stock market, i was staying at the
Kipling House when Professor Huang said
“let me come down and do t’ai Chi Chu’an
with you.” He taught me three preliminary
movements. one was called “Circles within
Circles.” i didn’t include “Circles within
Circles” in tCC because people didn’t seem
to be able to catch on to it. the second
movement was something that later became around the Platter. i can’t remember
the third.

If you do TCC,
do it for itself.
Let what
happens
happen.

When i started to teach t’ai Chi Chu’an at
the university, someone said something
about the warm-ups, these three movements from Professor Huang that had
stuck with me. then skip Whitson asked
me to write a book on t’ai Chi Chu’an. i
said, “Professor Wang already has written
the definitive book on t’ai Chi Chu’an.”
skip then countered, “Why don’t you
write a book on those warm-ups we
do?” i replied, “i don’t know. give me
a week.” that week the t’ai Chi Chih
movements came to me complete with
names. t’ai Chi Chih is not a commercial venture. i tore up teachers’ tithing
checks when the first teachers offered
them to me. i wanted to set a precedent.
i don’t like the idea of bringing up the
past unless it has a purpose.
a lot of the experiences of my life occurred on Wall street. a Chinese friend asked me, “What
is the ethic of american life?
What is the basis of american life?” Without seeming
critical, i wondered the same
thing ... my life changed very
drastically when i got the opportunity to go to Japan.
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Justin Stone’s Life Celebration

gratitude,
once again
By ginny morgan, alBuquerque, nm

P

lanning for Justin’s Celebration of life
started over a year ago with a simple
idea from sr. antonia to honor his 91st

birthday. this celebration, with attendees from
all over the country, flowed with gratitude and
joy. Because of Justin, who shared his photographs, poetry, and stories, the tCC association
could produce a narrated DvD/CD that briefly
touches on highlights of his life. the CD has a
poem read by professional actors of what Justin
considers his best works, O Ye Restless Man and
On the Mountains of the Moon. What better
way to introduce students to the originator of
t’ai Chi Chih. this will give you a glimpse of
the essence of a true renaissance man. Justin
attended the daylong celebration that included
two full tCC practices (including corrections
by Justin) and a piano concert by Justin with
original songs. four of Justin’s favorite paintings hung for viewing.
the albuquerque teacher training was held
right before the Celebration of life and graduated 16 new teachers. Justin’s traditional potluck
birthday dinner, this time held at the albuquerque academy dining room to accommodate
more guests, capped off the day. When Justin
rose to speak at the microphone, he said: “The
best advice I can give you is to be grateful.”
Justin, we are grateful to you for t’ai Chi Chih,
for sharing your life, and for teaching us that
being grateful is what matters in life.

The DVD/CD of Justin’s life is available through the T’ai Chi Chih
Center for $27 plus $3 for shipping. All proceeds benefit the center.
The DVD is 17 minutes; the CD is 10 minutes. Send checks (no credit
cards please), payable to the TCC Association, to the
TCC Center, Scottsdale Village, 3107 Eubank NE Suite 19,
Albuquerque, NM 87111.
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Noteworthy
open to the inside
By Julie Buffalo, rn, Comer, ga
(inspired after teaching her first classes)
moving serenity, watching smiles form
moving with breath, watching for rest
yinning and yanging
weight shifting flow
all together we move
all together we sow

Hey, this stuff is
real! B D s , s C , Ca
y

iane

ee

anta

everyone calmly, while trying to ignore the
interruptions and keep the focus.

ruZ

i

often, when there were distractions during

was faced with challenges when

our tCC sessions i used those opportuni-

beginning to teach t’ai Chi Chih at

ties to teach the meaning of Seijaku, se-

a residential mental health facility in

renity in the midst of activity. the concept

may. although the situation has improved

was an eye-opener for students. it helped

since then, it reminded me of the many

me, as well, to practice Seijaku in those

challenges – and joys – i have had teaching

frustrating teaching situations, as well as

tCC. reading the last issue of The Vital

in life in general.

Force inspired me to write.
Watching the progress of my students, de-

seeds of forgiveness
seeds of peace as we grow
on into harmony
on into openning
lightness of being, circles in space
resting in the universe
here in this room

reflections on the
november
teacher training

as a 13-year instructor in the older

spite their limitations, has been extremely

adults Department of City College of san

gratifying and quite an education. one girl

francisco, i taught tCC at three ymCas,

in a drug program where i volunteered,

two senior centers, two adult day health

when attempting to feel the Chi between

centers, and a residential home for seniors.

her hands, said in amazement, “Hey, this

every week! my students ranged from age

stuff is real,” which filled me with appre-

50 to age 90. some were fully able; others

ciation for the power of this “stuff” to affect

had varying degrees of limitations. usually

and change people. and when a sweet little

i had beginners and more advanced stu-

lady at an adult day health center called me

dents in the same class, which wasn’t easy.

over to say, “you’re the only one who loves

those who knew the whole form wanted

us enough to teach us how to relax,” my

to go deeper, while the beginners needed

heart almost broke.

some instruction.
When i retired from CCsf in 2003, i

By luCinDa KutsKo, JaCKson, oH

a

few days after returning home
from the november ttC teacher
training Course, i was watching
the Today Show. a dance teacher was
being interviewed about ballet classes she
conducts for little girls who have serious
physical challenges. Despite their challenges, these girls are living their dreams
– dressing in beautiful princess costumes
and dancing on stage for an audience.
i heard one brave little girl exclaim, “if
something makes you feel good, keep
doing it no matter what!” Her advice rang
true for our class of teacher candidates.
each of us was encouraged to improve and
refine our movements. sometimes we felt
discouraged, but we practiced over and
over again. this little girl’s words are so
wise. Despite seeming challenges, we do
t’ai Chi Chih no matter what – because we
know the JOY it brings.
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the most challenging programs included

passed my classes to my good friend, Ju-

students who were disabled because of

dith schwartz, who experiences the same

strokes, Parkinson’s disease, chronic pain,

challenges and the joys. i’ll be starting

or alzheimer’s disease. Workers and assis-

a new class in January through Cabrillo

tants scurried around the room, wheeling

College in santa Cruz, my new home, and

students past me to the bathroom, giving

looking forward to sharing this gift with a

medications, or answering calls for help.

whole new population. Practicing t’ai Chi

as i moved slowly through Bass Drum

Chih is truly joy through movement.

and “the daughters,” some people
ignored me and
talked loudly to
their neighbors;
others followed as
well as they could;
and some simply
kept their eyes
on me. i played
soothing music
and encouraged
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Events
sixteen shiny new teachers go
forth from new mexico
teacher training in
albuquerque, nm; nov. 11-16, 2007

“abundance in the reality of a Chi that we share with others … as
it has been abundantly gifted by Justin, Pam, antonia and all the
generous auditors. i have never experienced such a powerful week.
my knees hurt, my nose is running, and i’ve never been so happy.
– Pat moseley, sPoKane, Wa

ComPileD By amy tyKsinsKi, Host

COMMENTS FROM JUSTIN TO OUR ENTIRE GROUP
(ATTENDEES, AUDITORS AND TRAINERS, ALIKE):
learn to flow. Don’t learn to move. there is no muscular effort. muscular tension means tension. any tension tends to close the meridian
channels, which means you don’t get the flow of the Chi. the flow of
Chi brings so many benefits. Chi is the basis of life. as nisargadatta
said, “if you want to worship something, worship the Chi.” to do t’ai
Chi Chih properly is all important. you’re here to learn how to pass
it along to others. that is your main purpose. you must be a good
example of how to do t’ai Chi Chih yourself. When you are soliciting
classes, make it provocative. my first advertisement in the classified
section of the newspaper said “enter
the cosmic Chi” to draw in students.
and it worked!
a teacher must be very confident.
People know instinctively there is a
life force, though they don’t know
what it is. everybody is searching for
this (tCC). i’m only interested in one
thing: how you move. three inches
that way, two inches this way … that’s
not t’ai Chi Chih! By moving, i don’t
mean the moving shoulders and arms.
How are you moving – particularly
the legs, heals, toes. Concentrate on
how your students are moving with
the body.
FROM THE NEWLY ACCREDITED TEACHERS:
“although feedback is a part of t’ai
Chi Chih, i wondered why it was here.
at the beginning of the week, corrections felt like criticism. gradually,
though, i realized that the sense of
negativity was coming from within
me. i realized that feedback encouraged reflection. When i listened from
my wholeness, the feedback felt like
kisses and i was eager to get more. i
started going around to the auditors
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looking for more. i am deeply grateful for the labor of love from the
t’ai Chi Chih community.”
– sara nelson, KenneWiCK, Wa

“the week has been more emotional than i ever anticipated. there
are no appropriate words to express the magnitude of the love, support, and teaching provided by everyone present.”
– stePHen ryter, Boise, iD
“Mahalo (thank you) to all the teachers who shared their energy
and wisdom with our accreditation class. and lots of Aloha (love) to
Justin, who has made the biggest impact on my life by his gift of t’ai
Chi Chih. A hui hou (until we meet again).
- sHaron CusHman, Kea’au, Hi

“If we examine it closely,
we find that awareness
is the root of T’ai Chi Chih,
which is essentially
inner-oriented.”
“Circularity is
fundamental.”
“And we already know that
‘softness and continuity’
are the Essence.”
“When we practice T’ai Chi Chih
faithfully,
we will find that
Love Energy is the fruit.”

FROM AN AUDITOR:
“the teacher accreditation week is
truly a transformational experience.
During it, each candidate moved
from serious practitioner to committed teacher. We felt TEH (the
“inner sincerity” that characterizes a
teacher’s commitment to keep tCC
pure) developing in each candidate.
… i understand that no matter how
well students prepare for the training, candidates return to old patterns
of moving before the Chi does a final
sprint in transformation to create
impeccable teachers. … learning is
an ongoing process while we keep
a beginner’s mind. i believe the
willingness to look at our own form
as auditors and the commitment to
improve supported the process of
transformation in the candidates.
auditing teachers so willingly offered
their expertise. Having the pleasure
of the presence of Justin and antonia
was an added gift.
– lorraine lePine, overlanD ParK, Ks

– Justin Stone’s Spiritual Odyssey
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Events

reasons to attend 2008
Conference
By lisa thorburn & athene mantle, Co-Hosts, Ca

i

t’s always gratifying to read the comments in The Vital Force

every year after the conference. everyone is so upbeat and
grateful for the experience. But why, exactly, should one plan

to attend conference? We thought we’d give you a few reasons.
DEEPENING YOUR PERSONAL PRACTICE
imagine spending four days enveloped in the Chi, surrounded by
teachers focused on developing a heightened awareness of the flow
of Chi within themselves. of course, there are also the added ben-

initiating the inevitable
intensive with sandy in san antonio, tx;
nov. 29-Dec. 2, 2007 By aliCe HolDen, CCvi, Host

i

t was a scary thought but sponsoring an intensive was needed
for my own practice and area students and instructors. i put fear
aside and called antonia to get things moving. sandy was available
and fourteen participants filled the roster. the responses that follow
showed that it was right to go beyond my fears:
“the intensive was filled with
ways to soften our practice
and integrate principles, and
to realize that my practice is
living and growing.”

efits of spending time with sr. antonia, Pam, and sandy; of hearing
how t’ai Chi Chih benefits other teachers; of hearing Justin’s annual message. important too, is fixing all of those pesky little added
motions that creep into our daily practice which are not essential
and which may prevent us from sinking as deeply into the essence
of t’ai Chi Chih.
BUILDING COMMUNITY ACROSS THE US, CANADA,
& INTERNATIONALLY
Building a strong national and worldwide network is important to
the growth of our community. By attending, you become a part of

“i received courage to
continue despite limitations.
Being in calmness can lead
to unlimited possibilities.”
“finding the effortless point of the movement made it all worthwhile.”
“it’s been six years since taking my first course. and i’ve experienced
better physical and mental health, and i’ve made hosts of new friends
and set new goals. Who says you can’t teach a little old lady new
tricks?”

the web that is growing and serving the world in our loving way.
Besides, once we’ve met someone at conference it is so easy to
phone them to ask a quick question. imagine that you need infor-

“We worked cooperatively to explore the space between extremes, to
find that just-right way to move without effort.”

mation on seated t’ai Chi Chih. the resource section of the web
refers you to a teacher whose name you recognize from last year’s

“i practiced flowing through the movements on soft kitten feet.”

conference. a quick call and, voila, you have more information than
you know what to do with. attending conference builds connections that help us feel comfortable reaching out to each other.
EXPANDING YOUR SKILLS AS A TEACHER
Continuing to improve our teaching skills is important to us
individually and as a community. Conference provides many opportunities for this whether it’s how to provide gentle corrections,
market our classes more effectively, or build our student base.
there’s always something to learn about the “business” side of
things at conference – sometimes from a formal session, but more
often through a casual conversation when you hear that one thing
that makes you a better teacher.
We invite you to join us at Conference 2008 for all of these great
reasons and, of course, to have fun when you join us

“the sessions reviewed each movement step by step and explained
weight shifts and feet and hand positions.”
“With effortless effort
We rock, round and round the platter
Birds flapping our wings.
With softened fingers and shifting weight
We trace the base drum
Carry the ball and pull the taffies.
With energy from a distant star
We puff out joyous breaths, gracefully pass clouds
and illuminate the tops of our heads.
With synchronized movements
and healing sounds, we anoint each other.
Cosmic consciousness is more than just a pose.
t’ai Chi Chih rocks.”

“in the essence”!
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sinking & Deepening
Pacific northwest retreat with sandy, near Portland, or;
oct. 12-14, 2007 By Jim sHorr anD roBerta & JoHn taggart, Co-Hosts

t

he Columbia river gorge provided a breathtaking backdrop for participants
to sink into essence as we deepened our practice. twenty-two teachers and
students were graced with unseasonably warm days and vivid foliage. During
breaks practitioners walked the labyrinth and hiked the grounds. and on saturday
evening, the retreat center offered a telescope and local astronomer who offered up
a star show.
RETREAT SETTING ENHANCES:
“the essence of my experience was in the natural flow that follows the various
weight shifts. the waterfalls at our gorge retreat center served as an enduring reminder of the power and beauty of motion within all of us.” – steve m.
“to and fro, back and forth, we wove a pastiche of movement, stillness, shift, and
continuity. soaring with the winds of the gorge, i came away enlivened and enriched.” – BarBara l.

ode to tCC
from Closing retreat Comments
in Columbus, ms; oct. 5-7, 2007
Woven togetHer By Paula sHanKs, oxforD, ms

CO-HOST OFFERS OPINION:
“We gained new insights into how to move and watched the transition and approach
to our practice. it began with sculpting our movements; reducing and expanding
provided deeper understanding. We broke down our movements to better understand, and it culminated with ah-ha moments of discovery in our last practice.
sandy modeled minimalism as the road to refinement.” – Jim s.
THE COMING TOGETHER OF COMMUNITY:
“We worked so intently on the principles of tCC, then we dissolved into them with
new circle with circles … circling into center, into essence. a delicious listening.
Joy.” – BarBara
“a full shift makes me glide and feel rooted … arms become light and flowing …
connecting to that silent space.” – linDa r.

I n the
sti l l n ess
w e b egi n .
I n the
sti l l n ess
w e m o ve.
I n the
sti l l n ess
w e co m e to rest.
– Donna s.

“as a student, it was valuable to watch and learn from
enthusiastic, dedicated teachers.” – Jim e.
“this retreat has allowed me to continue on the
lifelong journey of learning. i love traveling the road
of tCC.” – Joanne B.
NO EMBELLISHMENT REQUIRED:
“moving meditation satisfies a spiritual hunger awakened by the perception of beauty in that we remain
desirous but able to express that desire and establish
relationship with beauty … though t’ai Chi Chih.”
– maJ-Britt e.

a lot of people ignore the good
the community of t’ai chi chih is strong
watch where you step out
practice lessons are life lessons
why am i even trying?
it’s just not working
trying to make things work
where you start, it’s all a beginning
we all have our own stories of life
we use a vehicle
this practice is a vehicle
a gateway for some difficult things
partake in whatever way benefits
people who are open
coming from the heart
the support to take us through the door
allow the challenges to strengthen us
pulling away, drawing back our armor
t’ai chi chih is that support
we never thought we could do it
we keep growing, growing, growing
empty with a heart full of light
shows us where t’ai chi chih can take us...

“to be and let be in forgiveness and love.” -- anon.
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News

flowing & Brushing
softly in the Desert

a room of one’s own
flows effortlessly

By ann rutHerforD, alBuquerque, nm

By DeBBie Cole, severn, mD

t

just taught my first class in my new walk-in basement studio
last night. after a year of not teaching, it was like a drink of cool
water to a very thirsty woman. i ordered thick foam flooring
(sports mat) and covered the ceiling and walls to section-off part of
the basement. the flexibility can’t be matched, and i don’t have to
pay a percentage of my fees to anyone else. my classes are modestly
sized for now, since only a portion of the basement is ready. But once
the rest of the area is finished, i will be able to easily accommodate
a class of 12 and more, and we’ll even have a bathroom downstairs.
However, with those first six students my heart was already full. i
ordered the special flooring on faith and told the universe that i
needed six students to pay for it. i’ll complete more as i can afford it;
hopefully by spring we’ll have three windows facing the woods and
top-to-bottom windows in the double doors.

here’s no doubt that Justin’s artistic sensibilities influenced
the creation of t’ai Chi Chih. so this year, you will not want
to miss the april 3-6 t’ai Chi Chih retreat with antonia in
albuquerque. Why? Because antonia will bring paper, brushes, and
ink to enhance our awareness of the similarity between Chinese/
Japanese brush painting and t’ai Chi Chih movement. as antonia
says, “the movement of the brush starts in your heart, goes through
your arm, through your fingers, all the way to the tip of the brush.
it is important to be connected to your inner depth, influencing the
energy and harmony of the whole. let go of thinking and trust the
process.” the retreat will be held at the Dominican retreat House,
near the banks of the flowing rio grande river. each participant
receives a private room and a brush. the price is $260 per person
and covers all meals – from friday morning through sunday lunch.
Come flow (and brush) with us!

teaching young athletes
By sr. Carletta laCour, oP, Houston, tx

a

fter demonstrating some t’ai Chi Chih movements to
the st. Pius x High school staff, the boy’s basketball
coach asked me to practice with the team. i offered seven,
30-minute sessions to the three captains and was coached by their
coach to offer only a few moves that would enhance their game and
help build up muscles around the ankles. the young men were fast
learners and excelled with balance and alignment. it was a privilege
to practice with these fine young athletes.

i

it certainly makes it easier to promote gKP books and other tCC
items because i don’t have to cart everything to another studio. it’s
set up ahead of time and doubles as a permanent storage area. Back
issues of The Vital Force and Justin’s books and DvDs now have a
permanent place that allows my students constant access to them.
i handed out catalogs and postcards during the first class and let
students know they can order directly from me. i look forward to
more effectively using good Karma resources, thereby enriching my
students’ practice and overall t’ai Chi Chih experience.

tCC on television
in Canada
By sHeila leonarD, PBvm, st. JoHn’s, neWfounDlanD, CanaDa

i

was invited to demonstrate and promote t’ai Chi Chih on the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation’s (CBC’s) Living Newfoundland with some of my students. CBC filmed about 20 minutes
at one of our practice classes in october, and they edited it down to
three-and-a-half minutes. there are lots of great movement shots
and CBC did a good job adding subtitles about the benefits. the
camera focused a great deal on the students, and i always say that
my students are t’ai Chi Chih’s best advertisements! it aired recently
and you can watch it on-line at envision.ca/webs/taichichihnl. Perhaps it will give others courage to do something similar if you have
the opportunity. you may even get brave and look for opportunities.
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an open letter
By sr. Patty CamPBell, osf, Batesville, tn

i

t was late august and i had just come
inside from practicing tCC on the last
day of my annual retreat. i gazed out
the window into a sheltered grove of trees,
sharing the energy, beauty, peace, and
quiet of this grove with the trees themselves. as i practiced tCC in the grove, i
recalled other places i have been privileged
to do the same – on a utah mountaintop,
on lake michigan’s shores, at the ocean in
California, in the arizona desert. What rich
gifts the earth brings with its dying and
rising, greening and browning. to me, that
is who we are – each unique yet all one in
purpose: giving to others the gifts we have
received, especially the gift of tCC.
i was taught tCC in 1992 by sister francis
Kay, rsm. she encouraged me in so many
ways and believed in me as i stumbled
through those initial lessons. as a result of
her belief, i became certified as a teacher
in 1994. over the course of 13 years, i have
found community at ymCa’s and nursing
and assisted living homes; with alzheimer
patients, wheelchair patients, young and
old, men and women from all walks of life.
several are now certified tCC teachers.
it is now time to do what tCC has helped
me to learn – to let go! i am letting go of
teaching publicly. my physical abilities
are not the same (i now wear a brace to
support my posture), and i believe it would
not be fair to students. so i am resigning.
and i am sharing this with you because
you have supported me through the years,
through The Vital Force and other ways.
i have read your stories and been encouraged by your faithfulness in giving to
others what we have been given through
Justin stone. i will never forget my tCC
community and will continue daily to
send out the stream of love and energy as
i continue to practice tCC. may i continue
to receive the same. namaste.
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Community
outreach
By lorraine lePine, Prairie village, Ks

t

he process for developing “guidelines for teaching tCC to specialized Populations” is underway with
the help of many teachers, chief among
them Hannah Hedrick, Donna mcelhose,
and Pam towne. resource teachers are
presently working on how to teach seated
tCC; to people with lyme disease, CoPD,
Parkinson’s, and cancer; and to school-age
children. the help of all resource teachers
is needed to bring this project to completion. Please contact me if you can help
with drafting guidelines.
the purpose of the student questionnaire is to note any physical, mental, or
emotional changes a tCC student might
experience over the course of a class. the
collection of uniform data examining a
diverse sample could become a pilot for
a larger study and help attract research
interest. the survey also allows teachers to
speak of changes with more authority, and
they may be able to use the results for marketing. additionally, a researcher or writer
can describe changes in terms of percentages of students that experience certain
changes after six to eight weeks of practice.
the 12 survey questions relate to physical,
mental, emotional, and spiritual aspects of
well-being. the anonymous survey can be
taken quickly – before the first class and
during the last class.
anita vestal, who initiated this research
project, is receiving data within a statistical software system. But we are still at
the beginning of the process to validate
the tCC student questionnaire; we need
at least 1000 responses. any teacher who
would like to participate in the pilot study
needs to contact me to receive the student
questionnaire and instructional protocol. i
will also add them to the pilot teacher list
for follow up.

Picking up the
mantle
By stePHen tHomPson, tuPelo, ms

a

t the 2007 Conference, antonia,
Pam, and sandy encouraged
everyone to teach a weekend workshop. We are taking the challenge to heart.
after antonia gave a workshop in february 2006, there was an immediate boost
in students signing up for our local tCC
classes. it was primarily because we really
got the tCC name out in the public and
into people’s minds. now, we have a fiveteacher workshop starting soon, and i’ve
already had new students show up at my
regular saturday class because they’d seen
the workshop flyer.
a ripple effect is occurring from our joint
efforts, and we plan to capitalize on the
momentum. if history repeats itself, we’ll
receive several requests from the community for new classes and new places to
teach. if we can do it down here in mississippi, you can do it anywhere.
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By Students

it made a Believer
out of me!

they should Bottle this!
By myra golDBerg, nJ

By HoPe HaDley, Beaverton, or

W

hen i decided to learn t’ai Chi Chih, i knew from my
reading that one benefit was a possible improvement
in health. While that seemed nice, i wasn’t convinced i
would see a difference in various physical problems i’d learned to
live with over the years. i never expected to experience a change as
profound as the one i had recently.
friday morning started too early, at 4 a.m., with a blinding headache. i knew from experience that no painkillers, over-the-counter
drugs, or prescriptions, would stop the pain without side effects that
would make me feel worse. i got comfortable until my chiropractor’s
office opened at 7:30 a.m. and i could beg for any available appointment. (i’d learned years ago that a spinal adjustment would eventually help the headache go away in 24 hours.)
When i arrived at the office, i was put in a private waiting room. my
doctor is busy, so it can take up to 30 minutes before he’s able to see
a patient. While i waited, exhausted and in barely-tolerable pain, i
decided to do just one movement: rocking motion. Closing my eyes
and breathing deeply, i began. from rocking motion i moved very
slowly into Bird flaps its Wings, and then gently into the
next movement, and the next, feeling myself relax despite
the pain.
as i was finishing one of the movements, i suddenly felt
my neck shift and heard a crack, crack, crack as it adjusted
itself back into its correct position. my eyes widened in
amazement as the intense pain in the right side of my
head drained away completely. i stood still and waited,
continuing to breathe deeply. But the pain did not return.
the relief was such a blessing that i’d felt i’d experienced
a miracle.
When the doctor arrived a few minutes later, he asked,
“Where does it hurt?” and i smiled when i said, “i came in
with a debilitating headache, but it’s gone now.” (He knows
i’ve been learning tCC and he understood.) usually when
the chiropractor tries to adjust my back, the muscles are
so tense that it’s difficult. this time, however, my muscles
were relaxed and warm; and as a result, i had the best and
easiest chiropractic adjustment ever. i left the office feeling
energized and pain free.
this one experience – after weeks of practicing tCC – convinced me it will provide long-term benefits, as long as i
practice, practice, practice.
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W

hen i began the practice of t’ai Chi Chih in september
2003 at the Caldwell Community Center with my teacher,
linda sercarz, i had fibromyalgia with chronic pain and
fatigue. When i started doing tCC, i noticed
i was virtually pain free. miracle of miracles!
on the days
What did i stumble onto? they should bottle
that I am
this! During the day, the pain returned, but i
dealt with it and didn’t dwell on it as much as
unable to
usual. as i progressed with my practice, i also
practice,
felt less stressful; i seemed to have more clarthere is a big
ity of mind; i noticed personality changes; i
went from being an introvert to an extrovert.
difference

in how I feel

the tCC movements are not difficult to learn
but they do require practice. it’s best to practice daily to reap the many benefits available from tCC. i’ve noticed
on the days that i am unable to practice, there is a big difference in
how i feel. this week, i had a “charlie horse” in my leg but when i
did tCC, the pain completely disappeared. long after the practice
was over, the pain had lessened and dissipated. along with medication, tCC helps keep
my blood pressure
at normal levels
and helps with my
balance.
to quote Justin stone, the
originator, “the
circulation and
balancing of the
Chi is the great
secret of life. it is
an exercise that
affects the inner
organs, as well
as the muscular
structure. it is a
moving meditation with many
benefits. the benefits are cumulative and should
be practiced every
day.”
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“second Hand” tCC
By naDine Burge, WintHroP HarBor, il

i

n february 2007, my 14-year-old cat, spike, was diagnosed with
cancer and given a few months to live. the vet assured us he was
not in pain. to keep him comfortable over the next two months,
they periodically drained off the excess fluid surrounding his tumor.
it was about that time that i began my first tCC class. initially, i
couldn’t understand what value the movements could have. But by
may, i decided to give it the benefit of the doubt. i began practicing in
earnest – just a few movements for ten minutes a day – and i began to
see remarkable advantages. in June, i purchased the DvD and started
practicing in front of the tv in my bedroom daily.
By this time, spike had isolated himself from the household. He took
up residence in our front hallway, as far away as he could carry himself from me, my husband, and the other cats. He knew he was dying;
instinct made him hide. However, he was eating and had already lived
longer than expected; i was happy to have him with us.
in october, when my husband began sleeping later than usual, i began
practicing in the front room, closer to the front hall. a week later, we
noticed spike was no longer hiding in the front hall. He began coming
up the few steps to the living room and spending part of his day there.
He’d greet me when i arrived home and played with a catnip toy. He
even came into the kitchen with the other cats for dinner.
right away, i knew: there could only be one explanation for this reversal. He was reaping the benefits from “my” tCC practice. i doubled
my efforts, practicing every day directly in front of him, wherever he
was. i mentally sent him the healing energy of tCC.
it paid off. By the end of the month, he was back in our bedroom with
the other cats, spending at least part of the day there. i mentioned
this to my instructor, Donna mcelhose (with whom i was now taking
my second class), and she said to be sure to do six Healing sounds. i
hadn’t done this previously because we had just learned this movement. But the next day, i tried this with – and on – spike. unbelievably, the following day he was back on our bed, sleeping with us and
the other cats, as if he had never been ill.
it’s now mid-november, and my husband joins me every morning in
my tCC practice with spike. after all, twice the energy means twice
the healing for spike. as for spike, he’s doing very well, even walking
better than he had before. my vet’s office calls spike the miracle cat.
While i don’t believe in miracles, i do believe in the powers of tCC.
Editor’s note: In late December, Spike died of liver failure and other
complications. However, Nadine is convinced that they would not
have had the extended quality time with him were it not for TCC.
Nadine continues daily TCC, more convinced than ever of its benefits.
The Vital Force / February 2008

pines
whisper
as wind blows
into their boughs.
white with snow
pale moon
glows.
– lois noviCKi (stuDent of
riCHarD Detert)

still
silence
in the dark.
amidst the night,
only wind
within
trees.
– CHrissie marKus (stuDent
of sHaron sirKis)

strands,
each one
connected
by energy
flowing through
our lives.
Chi.
– Jane niCHoll (stuDent of
riCHarD Detert)

Peace
free
tension,
drifting away.
empty mind.
full heart.
joy.
– laura sCHreiBer (stuDent
of HoPe sPangler)

move
with mind
in the flow.
universal
energy
for all.
here.
– Jane niCHoll (stuDent of
riCHarD Detert)

light
begins
creating
spiritual
energy
within
us.
– Betty greer (stuDent of
Carmen BroCKleHurst)

fix
your eyes
on stillness.
falling snowflakes soft whisper
to greet
you.
– Jane niCHoll (stuDent of
riCHarD Detert)

walk
alone.
trees and stones,
natural world,
brings you back
to the
peace.
– Caroline guilott (stuDent
of Carmen BroCKleHurst)
mind
is blank.
do not know
how to start this.
so i sit
with no
thought.
– DeBra WinlanD (stuDent of
Carmen BroCKleHurst)
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Karmic Comments

2008 Promises to Be great
Kim grant, alBuquerque, nm
neW DvD
We have converted Justin’s earlier teachings, filmed in 1994, to a DvD, and it is now available for $32.95. if
you want another perspective on the practice, this invaluable resource is now readily accessible. if you own
the 2000 DvD and are a dedicated tCC practitioner, you owe it to yourself to learn from the 1994 DvD, too.

neW CD
We have also converted the out-of-print spiritual stories of the east to CD, and the double-set CD is now
available for $19.95. Pop it in your car and cruise to another world and realm.

neW Catalog & uPs
yes, the new catalog features three new products (with one surprise published in June 2008), but the real
change is a switch to shipping with uPs. in addition to package tracking, gKP also has daily pick-up. Note: if
you currently use a Po box for shipping, you will need to supply gKP with a street address.

The Lighter Side
1. i teach at Kernan Hospital throughout the year, except in July
when i attend the sun dance, the lakota sioux’s most religious
ceremony. When i resumed teaching in august and was asked about
the dance, i mentioned how amazing it was that many native american studies, tCC teachings, and energy healing overlap. i ended by
saying that i believe all paths lead to the same place. one student,
elijah, started laughing and said, “yeah, the grave.”
2. one of the questions on the evaluation sheet for my umBC college class is: Have you been helped by learning tCC? one student
answered, “yes; i’ve learned patience is key to life.” When i read that
comment to my husband, he said, “imagine that, learning patience
from you.”
3. one morning after teaching tCC at the retirement community, i
asked if anyone wanted to say anything about how they felt. after a
long pause, a very relaxed ethel said, “Can you come back at 9 p.m.
tonight?”
4. as i was teaching the first of six healing sounds (Ho), one of my
students started laughing. she said, “i teach 16-year-olds where that
word has a completely different meaning!”
– sHaron sirKis, ColumBia, mD
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one of my new students was talking about how supportive it is to
do tCC in a group – rather like a 12-step program. that’s where she
caught herself and said, “or, maybe, a 19-step program.”
– DeBBie Cole, severn, mD

While in Kansas City visiting my family and doing tCC, my five-yearold granddaughter came running by and asked what i was doing.
i invited her to do tCC. she started mimicking the moves and all
of a sudden said, “grandma, i have buzzy bees between my hands!”
– ginny morgan, alBuquerque, nm

in a tCC class for seniors, a student overheard me talking about
teaching a group of 30- and 40-year olds. she spoke right up, saying,
“i’d really like that. i’m sure we’d move a lot faster than we do here.”
a longtime student, looking incredulous, quickly responded, “Do
you think linda would go faster for younger students? that won’t
happen. she moves at the same pace for all her classes. that’s the
whole point. this is meditation. We always move slower!”
– linDa Braga, Castro valley, Ca
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Community Calendar

t’ai Chi Chih Community Calendar
DATE

WHAT & WITH WHOM

WHERE

CONTACT

feb. 12-15

student retreat
w/ sr. antonia

santa Barbara, Ca
mt. Calvary retreat

Pam towne
pamtowne@sbcglobal.net

feb. 19-22

teacher retreat
w/ sr. antonia

santa Barbara, Ca
mt. Calvary retreat

Pam towne
877-982-4244

mar. 1

teacher renewal
w/ sandy

ringwood, nJ
franciscan Center

Dan Pienciak
wakeupdaniel@aol.com

mar. 2-7

teacher training
w/ sandy

ringwood, nJ
franciscan Center

Dan Pienciak
732-919-0872

mar. 27-30

tCC intensive
w/ sandy

st. John’s, nf
Canada

sheila leonard
sheilaleonard@nf.sympatico.ca
709-579-7863

mar. 30-31

tCC Workshop
w/ sr. antonia

omaha, ne

rita otis
rmotis@cox.net

apr. 1-2

tCC retreat
w/ sr. antonia

eureka, mo
(st. louis area)
marianist Center

susan Kissinger
joythrumovement
@sbcglobal.net

apr. 3-6

tCC retreat
w/ sr. antonia

albuquerque, nm
madonna Center

ann rutherford
ruthergary@aol.com

apr. 6

teacher renewal
w/ Pam

st. Paul, mn
Benedictine Center

Carol mockovak
caroledith@usfamily.net

apr. 7-12

teacher training
w/ Pam

st. Paul, mn
Benedictine Center

Carol mockovak
612-729-9040

July 17-20

teacher
Conference

san mateo, Ca
lisa thorburn & athene mantle
san mateo marriott
conference@taichichih-norcal.org,
for more info: www.taichichihnorcal.org/conference.htm

July 21-22

seijaku renewal
w/ Pam

san mateo, Ca

athene mantle
seijaku@taichichih-norcal.org

oct. 17-19

teacher symposium
w/ sandy

Chicago area

Donna mcelhose
dmcelhosechi@aol.com
847-223-6065

oct. 22-26

tCC intensive
w/ sandy

tupelo, ms

ron richardson
ron_richardson@comcast.net
662-844-6473

more WorKsHoPs & retreats
(Postings here are open to all teachers offering events wholly devoted to tCC)
mar. 13-16
2008
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tCC retreat
w/ Carmen Brocklehurst

albuquerque, nm
spiritual renewal Center

Judy Hendricks
JudyHendricks@comcast.net
505-897-3810
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Contacts /Subscribe
Contacts
originator
Justin stone
P.o. Box 23212
albuquerque, nm 87192-1212
guiDe
sr. antonia Cooper, osf
99 Harrison ave.
north Plainfield, nJ 07060-3606
908-370-3616
antoniatCC9@aol.com
teaCHer trainer
sandy mcalister
24835 second st.
Hayward, Ca 94541
mcalister19@comcast.net
teaCHer trainer
Pam towne Duncan
234 Hoover st.
oceanside, Ca 92054
760-722-9544
pamtowne@sbcglobal.net

subscribe to the vital force
thank you for your interest in The Vital Force journal. By subscribing, you will receive four
issues of the newsletter each year.
if you are a teacher, you will automatically be included in the teacher Directory. Please let
us know if you do not want to be listed in the directory.
if you have questions, please contact mary ruiz at vfjmembership@yahoo.com or P.o. Box
92674, albuquerque, nm 87199-2674.

ContaCt information
name

______________________________________________________________

address ______________________________________________________________
City, state, Zip

______________________________________________________

outreaCH CoorDinator
lorraine lepine
913-901-8818
thevitalforce2@yahoo.com

Phone

______________________________________________________________

e-mail

______________________________________________________________

tHe vital forCe - suBmissions
tcc@kimgrant.com

teaCHer aCCreDitation information

tHe vital forCe - suBsCriPtions
& aDDress CHanges
mary ruiz
the vital force
P.o. Box 92674
albuquerque, nm 87199-2674.
vfjmembership@yahoo.com

Date you were accredited as a t’ai Chi Chih teacher

______________________

Date you were accredited as a seijaku teacher

______________________

name of the teacher who taught you t’ai Chi Chih

______________________

name of “second signature”

______________________

gooD Karma PuBlisHing, inC.
P.o. Box 92426
albuquerque, nm 87199-2674
888-540-7459
505-797-7300
505-797-4346 fax
sales@gkpub.com
WeB site CHanges
changes@taichichih.org
artwork & Photo Credits:
By Kim grant (lava at Hawaii volcanoes national Park and others): pg. 1,
3-10, 17-21; by anne Perkins: pg. 11;
by Caroline guilott, guy Kent, & mary
Wichmann: pg 12-13: by Diane see: pg.
14; by alice Holden: pg. 16.

vital forCe suBsCriPtion information
( ) i Do not want to be listed in the teacher Directory or on the Web site.
Delivery in the u.s.

_____ years at $30/year

$_____

Delivery outside the u.s.

_____ years at $40/year

$_____

Donation for The Vital Force outreach or to help others subscribe

$_____

teacher Directory $5

$_____

total amount enclosed

$_____

Please send a check or money order, payable to The Vital Force, to:
the vital force
P.o. Box 92674
albuquerque, nm 87199-2674
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